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By Honor Bound Dec 22 2021 In April of 1972, SEAL Lieutenant Tom Norris risked his life in an unprecedented ground rescue
of two American airmen who were shot down behind enemy lines in North Vietnam, a feat for which he would be awarded the
Medal of Honor--an award that represents the pinnacle of heroism and courage. Just six months later, Norris was sent on a
dangerous special reconnaissance mission that would take his team deep into enemy territory. On that mission, they engaged
a vastly superior force. In the running gun battle that ensued, Lieutenant Norris was severely wounded; a bullet entered his left
eye and exited the left side of his head. SEAL Petty Officer Mike Thornton, under heavy fire, fought his way back onto a North
Vietnamese beach to rescue his officer. This was the first time Tom and Mike had been on a combat mission together. Mike's
act of courage and loyalty marks the only time in modern history that the Medal of Honor has been awarded in a combat action
where one recipient received the Medal for saving the life of another. By Honor Bound is the story of Tom Norris and Mike
Thornton, two living American heroes who grew up very differently, entered military service and the Navy SEAL teams for
vastly different reasons, and were thrown together for a single combat mission--a mission that would define their lives from that
day forward.
Secret Honor May 27 2022 The crackling new novel in the bestselling Honor Bound series, by the master of the military
thriller. As with his other enormously popular series, the first two novels in W. E .B. Griffin’s saga of World War II espionage in
Germany and Argentina – Honor Bound and Blood and Honor – became immediate bestsellers and were hailed as “immensely
entertaining adventures” (Kirkus Reviews). Now, in Secret Honor, Griffin creates his most rousing novel yet. In Wolf’s Lair, a
German general works toward the assassination of Adolf Hitler. In Buenos Aires, the general’s son, code-named Galahad, falls
under suspicion by the SS after a Nazi operation suddenly goes bad. In the middle of it all is OSS agent Cletus Frade, who
knows the identity of father and son and what they will do next…if they can survive that long. For not only are SS and Abwehr
officers hot on their trails in both countries, but the OSS has branded Frade a rogue agent and is determined to shake the truth
from him, at whatever cost. If Frade can’t figure a way to hold them all off, then the futures of all three men may be very short
indeed…. Written with the special flair that Griffin’s readers expect, filled with high drama and real heroes, Secret Honor is
further proof, in Tom Clancy’s words, that “Griffin is a storyteller in the grand tradition.”
Nicomachean Ethics Mar 01 2020 Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle - The Nicomachean Ethics is one of Aristotle's most widely
read and influential works. Ideas central to ethics—that happiness is the end of human endeavor, that moral virtue is formed
through action and habituation, and that good action requires prudence—found their most powerful proponent in the person
medieval scholars simply called "the Philosopher." Drawing on their intimate knowledge of Aristotle's thought, Robert C.
Bartlett and Susan D. Collins have produced here an English-language translation of the Ethics that is as remarkably faithful to
the original as it is graceful in its rendering. Aristotle is well known for the precision with which he chooses his words, and in
this elegant translation his work has found its ideal match. Bartlett and Collins provide copious notes and a glossary providing
context and further explanation for students, as well as an introduction and a substantial interpretive essay that sketch central
arguments of the work and the seminal place of Aristotle's Ethics in his political philosophy as a whole. The Nicomachean
Ethics has engaged the serious interest of readers across centuries and civilizations—of peoples ancient, medieval, and
modern; pagan, Christian, Muslim, and Jewish—and this new edition will take its place as the standard English-language
translation.
Bound by Honor Aug 06 2020 Born into one of the leading Mob families in Chicago, Aria Scuderi struggles to find her own
path in a world where no choices are given. Aria was only fifteen when her parents betrothed her to Luca - The Vice - Vitiello,
the oldest son of the head of the New York Cosa Nostra to ensure peace between the two families. Now with eighteen, the day
Aria has been dreading for years is looming dangerously: her wedding to Luca. Aria is terrified of marrying a man she hardly
knows, especially someone like Luca who got his nickname 'the Vice' for crushing a man's throat with his bare hands. Luca

might be one of the most sought after men in New York thanks to his good looks, wealth and predator-like charisma that
radiates power, but the society girls throwing themselves at him don't know what Aria does: that the bad boy aura isn't just a
game; blood and death lurk beneath Luca's striking gray eyes and arrogant smile.In her world a handsome exterior often hides
the monster within; a monster who can just as easily kill as kiss you.The only way to escape the marriage to Luca would be to
run away and leave everything she's ever known behind but Aria can't bear the thought of never seeing her family again.
Despite her fear, she decides to go through with the marriage; Aria has grown up among predators like Luca and knows that
even most cold-hearted bastards have a heart and she has every intention of working her way into Luca's.!Mature
content!Books in the Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles:Bound By Honor Bound By DutyBound By Hatred
Honor Bound Jun 15 2021 The war against the syndicates is over. Anyone who remains knows to keep their heads down and
stay out of the way. Those who don't risk torture and death. ?Isaac grew up training to fight. He has spent the past six years of
his life doing everything he can to strike back at the cruel syndicate families that destroyed his life. He and his friends have all
been broken by the syndicates, one way or another. The group travels the country sabotaging the vicious Stormbecks, the
syndicate that controls the region with an iron fist. ?When Sam, the group's youngest member, is kidnapped and tortured by
the Stormbecks' son, Isaac would do anything to get them back. The ragtag family launches a mission to rescue Sam, and
Isaac makes a choice that will shatter all their lives forever.
Lone Rider Oct 27 2019 When danger claims her, rescue comes from the one man she least expects A cowgirl at heart, Bo
Hamilton does her best thinking in wide-open spaces. So when money goes missing from the family foundation she
runs—meaning one of her trusted ragtag employees is a thief—Bo rides into the Crazy Mountains to figure things out. But a
killer hiding among the sawtooth ridges takes her captive…and isn’t planning on ever letting her go. Bo’s disappearance gets
folks thinking she’s the guilty one who’s run off with the money, but Jace Calder would bet his ranch that she’s innocent. Not
that he has any reason to trust the beautiful, spoiled senator’s daughter. But she also gave his troubled sister a job when no
one else would. For his sibling’s sake, Jace is going after Bo and bringing her home to face the truth. But up in the mountains,
he finds Bo at the mercy of a suspected murderer. As her only hope, Jace is about to find out what they’re both made of.
Bound to Break May 03 2020 Four men fighting against their pasts...and for each other.Several years after washing up on a
beach in South Africa with absolutely no memory--not even his name--Lucky would rather not remember his past. Based on
the number of scars on his body, it couldn't have been anything good.Then a man claiming to be his former Navy SEAL
teammate walks into the bar and insists that Lucky's real name is Josiah Joshua Kent. Turns out he's been listed as KIA, and
since he's not dead, he's now considered a deserter--and under suspicion.Discovering Josh is alive throws Rex, and his
relationship with Sawyer, into a tailspin. Rex can finally lay to rest the nightmares of the night he couldn't save his teammate.
And Sawyer is faced with his worst nightmare--a relationship threatened by a very real ghost from the past.As Josh begins to
piece his memories back together, another man with a shadowy connection to his past--and maybe his heart--holds the key
that could free him. Or send him to a traitor's fate.
Bared Oct 20 2021 Two of Angel Payne’s most beloved series collide for the first time! It was supposed to be a quick and
easy mission. It became the night that changed his life. Being in the wrong place at the wrong time isn’t new for Max Brickham.
During his years in black ops, it was the norm more than the exception, including the mission that broke his spirit and ended
his career. As an independent contractor, he’s now able to accept the cushy jobs that are best left beneath law enforcement’s
radar—like the assignment he takes on as a quick favor for a longtime friend. Find a princess in a city of millions before her
enemies know what he’s up to. Simple, right? Never has he been so wrong. Jayd Cimarron, princess of Arcadia beloved by
her people and the media alike, has fled her island home after learning terrible secrets about her past. She’s in Paris seeking
answers, but in Brick’s protective custody she finds so much more. Hidden passions. Wicked sins. The magical pieces of her
sensual side, revealed by this man’s hypnotic dominance…and addicting touch. Under cover and on the run, Brick and Jayd
crisscross the City of Light while fighting to stay one step ahead of the Arcadian insurgents who want to imprison her, while
hunting for the one man who can unlock her past. It’s a terrifying tightwire without a safety net, but reaching to each other for
balance is even more frightening. Every new embrace means more truths—and vulnerabilities—are bared. Stripped to their
cores, can they find enough trust and strength in each other to fly into freedom…or fall into heartbreak?
Congressional Record Jul 25 2019
HONOR-BOUND GROOM Sep 06 2020 “It’s time we got married.” That’s what Alexander, Loren’s first love, has the audacity
to say to her after stepping out of his helicopter. He is the eldest son of the legendary del Castillo family. The family rules an
island kingdom in the Mediterranean, and Alex always treated Loren like a kid. He hasn’t contacted her in ten years, so why is
he suddenly proposing to her now?
Honor Bound Mar 25 2022 "Culture of honor" is what social scientists call a society that organizes social life around
maintaining and defending reputation. In an honor culture, because reputation is everything, people will go to great lengths to
defend their reputations and those of their family members against real and perceived threats and insults. While most human
societies throughout history can be described as "honor cultures," the United States is particularly well known for having a
deeply rooted culture of honor, especially in the American South and West. In Honor Bound, social psychologist Ryan P.
Brown integrates social science research, current events, and personal stories to explore and explain how honor underpins
nearly every aspect of our lives, from spontaneous bar fights to organized acts of terrorism, romantic relationships, mental
health and well-being, unsportsmanlike conduct in football, the commission of suicide, foreign policy decisions by political
leaders, and even how parents name their babies. Sometimes the effects of living in an honor culture are subtle and easily
missed-there are fewer nursing homes in the American south, as more parents live with their children as they age-and
sometimes the effects are more dramatic, as in the fact that there are more school shootings in honor states, but they are

always relevant. By illuminating a surprising and pervasive thread that has endured in our culture for centuries, Brown's
narrative will captivate those raised in these types of honor cultures who wish to understand themselves, and those who wish
to better understand their neighbors.
By Honor Bound Apr 01 2020 In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Russians from all ranks of society were bound
together by a culture of honor. Here one of the foremost scholars of early modern Russia explores the intricate and highly
stylized codes that made up this culture. Nancy Shields Kollmann describes how these codes were manipulated to construct
identity and enforce social norms--and also to defend against insults, to pursue vendettas, and to unsettle communities. She
offers evidence for a new view of the relationship of state and society in the Russian empire, and her richly comparative
approach enhances knowledge of statebuilding in premodern Europe. By presenting Muscovite state and society in the context
of medieval and early modern Europe, she exposes similarities that blur long-standing distinctions between Russian and
European history.Through the prism of honor, Kollmann examines the interaction of the Russian state and its people in
regulating social relations and defining an individual's rank. She finds vital information in a collection of transcripts of legal suits
brought by elites and peasants alike to avenge insult to honor. The cases make clear the conservative role honor played in
society as well as the ability of men and women to employ this body of ideas to address their relations with one another and
with the state. Kollmann demonstrates that the grand princes--and later the tsars--tolerated a surprising degree of local
autonomy throughout their rapidly expanding realm. Her work marks a stark contrast with traditional Russian historiography,
which exaggerates the power of the state and downplays the volition of society.
Honor Bound (Tides of War #2) Jul 17 2021 Based on a real military program! The US Navy's new breed of soldier is ready to
make a big splash. An action-packed, maritime military adventure from the author of Dog Tags.A notorious Somalian pirate
sails the Arabian Sea, leading a band of deadly thieves and mercenaries on an international crime spree. When they take
American hostages aboard a cargo ship, they've finally gone too far -- and a special task force of Navy SEALs and Marines is
called in to help. SEALs, Marines . . . and a talented sea lion named Sly.As Sly's handler, young sailor Felix has two important
jobs. Job one is to get Sly to plant a beacon so that the U.S. strike force can follow the pirates back to their haven. Job two is
to keep the sea lion safe and out of combat. But when the mission goes wrong and the pirates get the upper hand, Felix and
Sly end up right in the middle of the action . . . with dozens of innocent lives at stake.
Honor Bound Apr 25 2022 A compelling memoir by the high-profile defendant's Italian ex-boyfriend reaffirms their innocence
while chronicling his relationship with Amanda and the nightmarish four years they spent in an Italian prison for a murder they
did not commit.
Honor Bound Sep 30 2022 "Agent Sawyer Nash falls in love with Ainsley Hamilton, the oldest daughter of a popular
Presidential candidate, whom he has gone undercover to protect. With the election--and a killer--drawing closer, Sawyer
stands to lose not just his job and his life but the woman for whom he'd gladly risk both"-Into Dust Jun 03 2020 The Montana Hamiltons by New York Times bestselling author B.J. Daniels He's meant to protect her,
but what is this cowboy keeping from her about the danger she's facing? As the daughter of a presidential candidate, Cassidy
Hamilton left the Montana family ranch to escape notoriety and live her own life. But when someone tries to abduct her off a
Houston sidewalk, Cassidy finds protection in the tall, dark and sexy form of cowboy Jack Durand. The gorgeous Texan
doesn't recognize her, wants nothing from her and is determined to keep her safe. Jack hates keeping secrets from the
beautiful Cassidy, but he knows more about her kidnapping attempt than he's admitting. Forced on the run, Jack and Cassidy
begin piecing together a jagged family puzzle, exposing a plot years in the making—one that will either tear them apart or bring
them closer together than ever.
Beowulf Jul 05 2020 Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of southern
Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and pagan elements, and history into a powerful narrative. Genealogies.
Bound Aug 18 2021 Two of Angel Payne’s most beloved series collide for the first time! Saving the princess is just the
beginning… As a favor to a friend. Max “Brick” Brickham helps to find Princess Jayd Cimarron before she can fall into the
clutches of a renegade madman. Under cover and on the run, the huge warrior and his pixie princess crisscross Paris in a
night full of unexpected twists—and bare-all passion. The couple, ever aware that their time together is fleeting and finite,
make the most of their heated moments together. Never do they anticipate the night’s most terrifying turn, which lands Brick on
the transport jet back to Jayd’s homeland: the Mediterranean island kingdom of Arcadia. In all his years of black ops, Brick’s
not sure he’s navigated politics as complicated as the Arcadian court, led by Jayd’s painfully protective older brothers. The
Cimarron men want Brick gone, but it’s impossible for him to depart without touching Jayd again. Even then, he’s unsure how
life will be the same without her. Fate gives him that answer sooner than he thinks. When Jayd goes missing during a daunting
island invasion, both she and Brick must peel back the layers of their hearts and acknowledge the power of their extraordinary
bond—powered by the unending strength of their love.
Victory and Honor Jun 27 2022 Facing daunting challenges in the form of political threats against the OSS and the early
stirrings of the Cold War, Cletus Frade and his colleague conduct a secret operation to counter the growing ambitions of
Joseph Stalin.
Victory and Honor Aug 25 2019 Facing daunting challenges in the form of political threats against the OSS and the early
stirrings of the Cold War, Cletus Frade and his colleague conduct a secret operation to counter the growing ambitions of
Joseph Stalin.
Honor Bound Jan 23 2022 On the occasion of the sacred Klingon Day of Honor, Worf's son Alexander, now living on Earth,
must learn to control his hunter instincts or lose everything that he loves. Original.
Honor Bound Aug 30 2022 Protecting her life will mean betraying her trust Ainsley Hamilton has always been the responsible

one of the family. As the oldest daughter of presidential candidate Buckmaster Hamilton, she's also a potential target. For
months she's sensed someone following her. When an expedition to scout locations for a commercial takes a terrifying turn,
she's rescued by a natural-born cowboy who tempts the good girl to finally let loose. Sawyer Nash knows just how reckless it is
to fall for someone he's gone undercover to protect. Yet masquerading as an extra on set, he starts to see beneath Ainsley's
controlled facade. And with the election--and a killer--drawing closer, Sawyer stands to lose not just his job and his life but the
woman for whom he'd gladly risk both.
By Honor Bound Nov 20 2021 In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Russians from all ranks of society were bound
together by a culture of honor. Here one of the foremost scholars of early modern Russia explores the intricate and highly
stylized codes that made up this culture. Nancy Shields Kollmann describes how these codes were manipulated to construct
identity and enforce social norms—and also to defend against insults, to pursue vendettas, and to unsettle communities. She
offers evidence for a new view of the relationship of state and society in the Russian empire, and her richly comparative
approach enhances knowledge of statebuilding in premodern Europe. By presenting Muscovite state and society in the context
of medieval and early modern Europe, she exposes similarities that blur long-standing distinctions between Russian and
European history. Through the prism of honor, Kollmann examines the interaction of the Russian state and its people in
regulating social relations and defining an individual's rank. She finds vital information in a collection of transcripts of legal suits
brought by elites and peasants alike to avenge insult to honor. The cases make clear the conservative role honor played in
society as well as the ability of men and women to employ this body of ideas to address their relations with one another and
with the state. Kollmann demonstrates that the grand princes—and later the tsars—tolerated a surprising degree of local
autonomy throughout their rapidly expanding realm. Her work marks a stark contrast with traditional Russian historiography,
which exaggerates the power of the state and downplays the volition of society.
Honor Bound Nov 08 2020 When Lieutenant Treynor discovers Jeannette Boucher hiding aboard his ship, he must decide
between sending her back to an abusive husband and risking everything to keep her safe.
Honor Bound Feb 21 2022 October 1942. At a secret rendezvous point off the coast of neutral Argentina, a small merchant
ship delivers supplies to Nazi submarines and raiders. The OSS is deternined to sabotage the operation by any means
necessary. But one of the key saboteurs they've enlisted--a young U.S Marine--must fight his own private battle between duty
and honor. Because he was chosen for a reason--to gain trust and support of his own flesh and blood. A powerful Argentinian
called "el Coronel." The father he never knew...
Lucky Shot Nov 28 2019 He's determined to uncover the truth behind a decades-old disappearance—even if it kills him When
hotshot reporter Max Malone gets a rare shot of Buckmaster Hamilton with a blonde woman near Beartooth, Montana, he
chases down one of the senator's daughters to verify that the woman is his supposedly long-dead first wife. But Kat Hamilton
won't give him the time of day, let alone any information about her mother. With his tousled blond hair, sexy stubble and an old
straw cowboy hat topping off his long, lean frame, Kat can just tell Max isn't used to female sources denying him anything. But
when her own life is put in jeopardy, it's Max who comes to her rescue. Seems someone is prepared to kill to keep the past in
the past. Kat can't deny she needs Max to find out what happened to her mother, but will getting closer and closer to each
other lead them to the truth…or to danger?
Honor Bound Oct 08 2020 As Bill Clinton said in his second inaugural address, “The divide of race has been America’s
constant curse.” In Honor Bound, David Leverenz explores the past to the present of that divide. He argues that in the United
States, the rise and decline of white people’s racial shaming reflect the rise and decline of white honor. “White skin” and “black
skin” are fictions of honor and shame. Americans have lived those fictions for over four hundred years. To make his argument,
Leverenz casts an unusually wide net, from ancient and modern cultures of honor to social, political, and military history to
American literature and popular culture. He highlights the convergence of whiteness and honor in the United States from the
antebellum period to the present. The Civil War, the civil rights movement, and the election of Barack Obama represent racial
progress; the Tea Party movement represents the latest recoil. From exploring African American narratives to examining a
2009 episode of Hardball—in which two white commentators restore their honor by mocking U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder
after he called Americans “cowards” for not talking more about race—Leverenz illustrates how white honor has prompted racial
shaming and humiliation. The United States became a nation-state in which light-skinned people declared themselves white.
The fear masked by white honor surfaces in such classics of American literature as The Scarlet Letter and Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn and in the U.S. wars against the Barbary pirates from 1783 to 1815 and the Iraqi insurgents from 2003 to the
present. John McCain’s Faith of My Fathers is used to frame the 2008 presidential campaign as white honor’s last national
stand. Honor Bound concludes by probing the endless attempts in 2009 and 2010 to preserve white honor through racial
shaming, from the “birthers” and Tea Party protests to Joe Wilson’s “You lie!” in Congress and the arrest of Henry Louis Gates
Jr. at the front door of his own home. Leverenz is optimistic that, in the twenty-first century, racial shaming is itself becoming
shameful.
Honor Bound Feb 09 2021 Lucas Greywolf escapes from prison to see his dying grandfather and takes Aislinn Andrews
hostage as his ticket to Arizona.
Bound by Ice Dec 30 2019 A Kirkus Reviews Best Children's Book This thrilling and terrifying true story of the 1879 search for
the North Pole follows the frightening fates of the USS Jeannette crew as disaster strikes -- and the men battle to survive two
years bound by ice. In the years following the Civil War, "Arctic fever" gripped the American public, fueled by myths of a fertile,
tropical sea at the top of the world. Bound by Ice follows the journey of George Washington De Long and the crew of the USS
Jeannette, who departed San Francisco in the summer of 1879 hoping to find a route to the North Pole. However, in midSeptember the ship became locked in ice north of Siberia and drifted for nearly two years before it was crushed by ice and

sank. De Long and his men escaped the ship and began a treacherous journey in extreme polar conditions in an attempt to
reach civilization. Many—including De Long—did not survive. This true story for middle graders keeps readers on the edge of
their seats to the very end. Includes excerpts from De Long’s extensive journals, which were recovered with his body;
newspapers from the time; and photos and sketches by the men on the expedition.
Death and Honor Nov 01 2022 In 1943, Argentina Marine pilotturned- agent Cletus Frade is setting up an OSS-operated
airline. But before Frade can get airborne, two interwoven German operations must be grounded. And for Frade-whose father
was killed by the Nazis-the mission is about to get personal.
Honor Bound Jul 29 2022 Savvy criminal turned skilled Leviathan pilot Zara Cole finds new friends and clashes with bitter
enemies in the second book of this action-packed series from New York Times bestselling authors Rachel Caine and Ann
Aguirre that’s perfect for fans of The 100 and The Fifth Wave. Zara Cole was a thief back on Earth, but she’s been recently
upgraded to intergalactic fugitive. On the run after a bloody battle in a covert war that she never expected to be fighting, Zara,
her co-pilot Beatriz, and their Leviathan ship Nadim barely escaped the carnage with their lives. Now Zara and her crew of
Honors need a safe haven, far from the creatures who want to annihilate them. But they’ll have to settle for the Sliver: a wild,
dangerous warren of alien criminals. The secrets of the Sliver may have the power to turn the tide of the war they left
behind—but in the wrong direction. Soon Zara will have to make a choice: run from the ultimate evil—or stand and fight.
From Blood and Ash Jun 23 2019 Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and unexpected
fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s
life has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be
spoken to. Never to experience pleasure. Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would rather be with the guards, fighting
back the evil that took her family, than preparing to be found worthy by the gods. But the choice has never been hers. A
Duty… The entire kingdom’s future rests on Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not even quite sure she wants for herself.
Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her
Ascension, enters her life, destiny and duty become tangled with desire and need. He incites her anger, makes her question
everything she believes in, and tempts her with the forbidden. A Kingdom… Forsaken by the gods and feared by mortals, a
fallen kingdom is rising once more, determined to take back what they believe is theirs through violence and vengeance. And
as the shadow of those cursed draws closer, the line between what is forbidden and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is
not only on the verge of losing her heart and being found unworthy by the gods, but also her life when every blood-soaked
thread that holds her world together begins to unravel. Reviews for From Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy escapism.
Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller Wendy Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the power to control my emotions with
every word she writes. From swooning to crying to racing through the pages to find out what happens next, I couldn't stop
reading about Hawke and Poppy, and you won't be able to either.” - Brigid Kemmerer, New York Times Bestselling Author of A
Curse So Dark and Lonely “Action, adventure, sexiness, and angst! From Blood and Ash has it all and double that. So many
feels and so many moments it made me cheer for the character. Read. This. Book! You'll be obsessed!” - Tijan NYT
bestselling author “From Blood and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel that is filled to the brim with danger, mystery and heart
melting romance. I loved every single second of it and I couldn’t get enough of this new fantastical world. A heart stopping start
to what is clearly going to be a stunning series, perfect for both those who love fantasy and those who are new to the genre. A
must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you think you are ready for From Blood and Ash, think again. Jennifer L. Armentrout has
woven a new fantasy universe that will leave you reeling. Filled with action, heart wrenching twists and the most delicious
romance, this unputdownable novel comes with a warning: keep a fan close by, because the temperatures are about to rise."
Elena, The Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new novel by Jennifer L. Armentrout, she introduces a fantastical world filled with
immense detail, and characters who are poignant and fierce, Jennifer truly has out done herself!” – BookBesties “From Blood
and Ash is a fantastic fantasy that will hook you immediately from the very first page! I loved every single moment and all of
the characters are ones you will fall in love with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it again with her amazing writing skills and
lots of detail! Get this book immediately!!!” - Amanda @Stuck In YA Books “Jennifer has stepped into the fantasy genre with
this absolutely amazing novel. With characters you will love and more than a few twists and turns, get ready for one amazing
adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl "This magnificent book has so many pieces in it: fantasy, mystery, forbidden romance,
supernatural, lies, deceit, betrayal, love, friendship, family. And so, so, so many secrets your head will be spinning. Jennifer L.
Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will be rushing to buy, and will be telling everyone to read it ASAP!"
~Jeraca @My Nose in YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer L Armentrout, but hopefully
not the last. Like all her other works, her ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy men, and feisty strong female characters
is amazing. Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The Blonde Book
Lover “From Blood & Ash is everything we love about JLA’s fantasy writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world
building and plot twists, a strong female lead, a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden love story, and side characters
that can’t help but steal your heart. My mind was blown by the end of this book.” - Kris S. (frantic4romantic) “Step into an
exciting new fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on a fantastic ride with twists and turns
galore. Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” - Lori Dunn an avid
reader “From Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel. The myths, the legends, the epic romance, and
an adventure that will keep you on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down. Truly a brilliant start to what I
believe will be yet another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout." –Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L. Armentrout
takes her first step into the high fantasy genre with From Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets, and betrayal it will leave you wanting more after the very last page.” - Love Just Is Books “From Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite

book for first time.” - Raquel Herrera “With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer Armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high
fantasy, proving, once again, that she is a master of her craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden romance, deceit, lies, and
betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page one and refuses to let go!” - Erica, The Rest Just Falls Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout
comes trough once again with From Blood and Ash as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book. You won't be able to put
down this epic story once you start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise “From Blood and Ash strikes the perfect balance between
fantasy and romance elements leaving the world feeling live in and full while allowing the relationship between the main
characters feeling real and authentic.” - Nads Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron “Be prepared to spend your whole day reading
From Blood and Ash. Once you start reading this high fantasy novel, you won't want to put it down.” - Love Book Triangle
“From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath taking. JLA does what she does best by creating a fantastical world filled with
romance, lies, betrayal, adventure and all things we love and expect from JLA characters that melt our hearts and steal our
hearts and souls. I cannot wait for the next one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood and Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a
high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful addition to my collection. Get ready to stay on your toes from start to end.” Amy Oh, Reader by the Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the first high fantasy novel by Jennifer L Armentrout and she
absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes you want to be a fantasy fan! This page turner
makes you want to devour it in one night and at the same time savor every detail. Heart stopping and inspiring and grips you
from page one.” – Tracy Kirby “An intriguing puzzle of a world, a ruthless hero, a determine heroin, and a plot that will keep
you up late, this book is one of the best I've read this year.” – Valerie from Stuck In Books “From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high
fantasy that packs a punch, each page will leave you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books & Other Pursuits
Honor Bound May 15 2021 The story of American prisoners of war in Southeast Asia has never been fully told despite
numerous popular accounts, personal memoirs, and official reports that have appeared over the years since the prisoners'
release in 1973. Now, twenty-five years after Operation Homecoming, comes the first attempt at a comprehensive, objective,
documented history of their experience that seeks to separate fact from fiction and to portray the full scope of the captivity from
the perspective of both captive and captor. Honor Bound, a collaborative effort researched and written over the course of more
than a decade by historian Stuart Rochester and Air Force Academy professor and POW specialist Frederick Kiley, combines
rigorous scholarly analysis with a moving narrative to record in unprecedented detail the triumphs and tragedies of the several
hundred servicemen (and civilians) who fought their own special war in North and South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia
between 1961 and 1973. The authors address a gamut of subjects from the physical ordeal of torture and deprivation that
required clarification of the Code of Conduct to the sometimes more onerous psychological challenges of indoctrination,
adjustments to new routines and relationships, and mere coping and passing time under the most monotonous, inhospitable
conditions. The volume weaves a winding trail through scores of prison camps, from large concrete compounds in the North to
isolated jungle stockades in the South to mountain caves in Laos, while tracing political developments in Hanoi and
Washington and the evolution of the "psywar" that placed the prisoners at the center of the conflict even as they were removed
from the battlefield. From courageous resistance and ingenious methods of organization and communication to failed escapes
and questionable conduct---"warts and all"---Honor Bound examines in depth the longest and perhaps most remarkable
prisoner-of-war captivity in U.S. history. Stuart I. Rochester holds a Ph.D, in history from the University of Virginia and taught at
Loyola College in Baltimore before joining the Historical Office of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, where he is presently
Deputy Historian. He is the author of Takeoff at Mid-Century: Federal Civil Aviation Policy in the Eisenhower Years, 1953-1961
and American Liberal Disillusionment in the Wake of World War I. Frederick Kiley earned a Ph.D. in English from the
University of Denver. A retired Air Force colonel, he was a professor of English at the Air Force Academy prior to serving in
Vietnam as an adviser to the Vietnam Air Force. He is a leading authority on prisoners of war and the author of Satire from
Aesop to Buchwald and A Catch-22 Casebook. From 1984 to 1997 he was Director of the National Defense University Press
and headed the NDU Research Fellows Program.
Honor Bound (The Montana Hamiltons, Book 6) Sep 18 2021 Protecting her life will mean betraying her trust.
Empire and Honor Mar 13 2021 October 1945. The war is over. The OSS has been disbanded. But for Cletus Frade and his
colleagues in the OSS, the fight goes on… In the closing months of the war, the United States made a secret deal with
Reinhard Gehlen, head of German intelligence’s Soviet section. In exchange for a treasure trove of intelligence on the Soviets
and their spies within the U.S. atomic bomb program, Gehlen’s people would be spirited to safety in Argentina. Only a handful
of people know about the deal. If word got out, all hell would break loose—and the U.S. would lose some of the most valuable
intelligence sources they possess. It is up to Frade and company to keep them safe. But some people have other ideas...
Honor Bound Dec 10 2020 From bestselling author Sandra Brown comes an incredible story of an impossible love. Lucas
Greywolf was her forbidden fantasy--wild, rebellious, a Navajo--and an escaped convict. Aislinn had been terrified when he'd
grabbed her, but now she was intrigued. Why had he taken her--and where were they heading?
Hard Rain Jan 29 2020 Sooner or later, every family secret comes to light… When Brody McTavish sees Harper Hamilton's
runaway horse galloping across the pastures, he does what any good cowboy would do—gives chase and rescues her.
Unfortunately for him, the woman he's secretly loved for years didn't need saving, and she's just reached her limit with people
treating her as hopeless. But they soon have bigger problems when they make a gruesome discovery—human remains
revealed by a recent rainstorm. Remains that will dredge up old Hamilton family mysteries…and bring about a scandal that
could threaten all Harper's loved ones. With her father running for president, every move Harper makes is under scrutiny. But
despite the risks, she's determined to uncover the truth about her family's role in a long-ago murder. If she can trust him
enough, Brody will be more than an ally. He could be the only thing standing between Harper and an enemy intent on keeping
the past buried forever.

Honor & . . . Sep 26 2019 For the next hour, Joe sat with his back to the wall and his shotgun across his knees, wishing the
day had gone in an entirely different direction… In this short story from the thrilling anthology MatchUp, bestselling authors
Sandra Brown and C.J. Box—along with their popular series characters Lee Coburn and Joe Pickett—team up for the first time
ever.
Model Rules of Professional Conduct Jan 11 2021 The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource
for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter
Rules of Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide
suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review
those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients,
colleagues and the courts.
The Honor of Spies Apr 13 2021 August, 1943: In his short time as a spy with the Office of Strategic Services, young Cletus
Frade has faced many unlikely situations, but nothing like his new assignment. Having helped Lieutenant Colonel Wilhelm
Frogger escape a Mississippi P.O.W. camp, he must now get the defiant German to turn against his country.
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